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CHAPl'ER I 
!BE PROBLEM 
Introduction. Accord.1.Dg to the Hew Hampshire Department of 
Education there are approximately' ODe hundred .tall-tiae elementary 
school supervising-principals in the state. The daily tasks confront-
iDe this group are JUJJ;Y and varied. They raage from answering the 
office phone to visitiDg classroo•. The former is an administrative 
clerical task, the latter a supen:l.sory ou. otto saJ& "that from an 
early period there was no clear cu.t diatiDction between the adJdDistra-
ti ve duties and what might be 1110re logically called supervisory 
activities.•1 Barton adds that the iDterrelationsbip and overlap 
between supervisory aDd adainiatrative duties are iDherent ud inevi-
table. Stone saJ& that today, hoveYer, "supervision is considered and 
recognized as the .:>st illportaat tuction ot the principal of the 
3 
el.eMatary school. n Too often, pri.Dci.pals themselves are respoDSible 
for aot devoti.Dg .:>re time to supervision. Stone states that principals 
"geDerally have been speDdiDg an UDdesirably large UIOunt of time on 
1 Beary J. otto, El.eMat!!7 School Orgud.zation and Administra-
tion {:tfew York: A.ppleton-cei'tlll'J'-cro?ts, Inc., 1954), p:- 321. 
2 Williaa H. Barton and Leo J. Brueckner, Supernsion a Social 
Process {Bev York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. , 1955), p. -98. 
3 Clarence R. stone, ~erv18ion of the Ele•ntary School 
{Boston: HoughtonJH.tfliD mp&IJ1', 19291; p:-2. 
routiae adwimstrative matters, clerical work, and on so-called 
4 imperative, tupor&r7 ud a.rpncy probl.elu." The concept ot 
supervision held by nperviaiDg-principals has a defildte beari.Dg on 
tDe ld.ad ot iDstrac"t;ioa beiag provided the students who come UDder 
their guidance ad direction. 
Statement .!! !!!! problea. The question this study seeks to 
8D81IV is: what are the concepts ot supervision C\1l'l'ently' held by 
hll-time elementary auperri.siag-principals in lew Hampshire aDd in 
what supervisory practices are they engaged? 
Parposes .2£ !!!! at!&. The 11aiD purposes ot the study are: 
1. To detel"lline how lew Hampshire npervisiDg-principals detine 
supervision aDd supervising-principals. 
2. To tiDd the raage ot supervisory tasks performed. 
3. To show those factors which ooDtribute to or detract from 
~roved supenision. 
4. To detend.De in what geBera1 direction nperviaion in lew 
Hampshire is :bead.i.Dg. 
Tlle t1rat ot the above purposes is conceraed with the detiDitiou 
ot supervision arad npervisi.Dg-pri.Dcipals. One ot the tore1110st author-
ities on supervision, w. B. Bartoa, detiaes supervision as "an expert 
teclmica1 service, prillarily' ailled at studyiag and illprovi.Dg co-opera-
tively' all factors which ettect child growth and development."' 
4 Ibid., p. 29. 
-
5 Burton, .21?.· .!!!·, p. 11. 
-::-- .· 
6 Sclmeider conteDds ~hat superrisioa is dittereat t.hillgs to dittereat 
people varyi.Dg with uperieace, bacltp'olmd, ud poiut, ot view. The 
definitioa chaDges as the philoaoph.7 chaagea. SUpervisors are lla1D8d 
in terms ot tactiou to be pertorJMd ill illlproviDg learaing oppor-
tunities. lor exuple, "a supervisiDg-priDcipal is DOW couidered 
primarily respouible tor npervisioa tor all or a major part ot his 
7 
tille." .l aore detailed study' ot the detinitioDS ot supervision aDd 
supervisors will tollov in Chapter III. 
J" 
lind1 ng the rage ot npervisoey tasks is the secoBd purpose of 
this study. Spears aotes tut ia ~he ru.ge ot supervision is seea tile 
breadtll of 1ihe supervisory concept. His SUJIIIIal'Y" ot the range includes: 
Senice tor the iJid.i:rldual teacller 
Utilisatioa of non-school persoDBel and facilities 
Proba~ioaar,y teachers gi Yen extra atteation 
baluatioa ot the outcomes of instruction 
Research iaterpreted tor classroom application 
Visitatioa ot sclloola ad classroou regularly 
Ia-serri.ce progr&IIS arraagecl tor contiD.uous growth 
Selection ot tastructioaal aaterial 
Institutes ad workshops II&Cie me8l'd.Dgtul 
Orgardntion of coatimlou eurriouhua study 
6 Fera D. Sclmeicier, "Questiou La;pmea Aek About Supervisioa," 
lducatioa, SUpervisioa Raber, December, 19S7, pp. 199-201. 
7 Roscoe V. Cramer and otto E. DolliUl, Ad•ta:lstration aad. 
.rrisioa in !!!! El.elMA1;arz Scllool (Rev York: RirPer iiCt '!ritllers, 
), p. 365. 
ltaerou other leadership eenices, i.Dclllding coli8Ud.ty con-
taots, the correlation ot adlli m strati ve tanctions, addressing 
8 
•etiDgs, arrangiuc daosurtratiou, etc. 
Elabree and Mellally9 state in another wa;y that the supervisory 
range is concerned with the total teaching-learning si't.uation. This 
incl'Wies tbe teachers, the classrooa, the pupils, eurriculura, the 
materials ot instraction, aDd the adwlpistrative factors involved. 
In order to tiDd the range 8110Dg the Bew Hampshire supervising-
principals, a list ot superrisory asks was taken troa the 1946 Year-
10 book ot the Association tor Supervision aDd Cm-riculura Develop•nt. 
'fhe7 Jll'Uiber tor't.7-tour and range troll attending Jll88t1Dgs ot profession-
al orguisatiom to writiDg or collaborating in the vritiDg ot textbooks. 
The third purpose ot the study' - to show those factors which 
contribute to or detract troll improved supervision - was prompted b;y 
the writer's discusion vita other supervising principals. Lack ot 
clerical help and too liiAiq adm11.d.atrati ve problems were mentioned quite 
otten. The 1949 Yearbook listed these other factors: 
"1. Qualitied people are hard to find 
2. Fu:ads area •t alway11 available tor supervision 
3. Theory ud. practice ma;y be at odds 
8 Harold Spears, ~viDg the Supervision ot Instruction 
(Hew York: Prentice-Hal7Ine., ~), p. 108. -
9 Willard s. Elsbree and. Harold J. MeHall,-, Elementcz School 
Ad11'1M&rtratioa and. Supervision (llew York: American BOok mp&Jl7, 
~1)' pp. 405-4(1). 
10 46 Leaciera filroi'Be~rvision, 19 Yearbook, Association tor 
Supervision aDd ouliDa ~~DE (Washillgton, lEA 1946), pp. 37-38. 
5 .. 
4. There is contusion over duties. •11 
The fourth and tiDal purpose of 1;he s1;ud.7 is to detel'!line the 
direction in wbich supervision is heading in Hew Hutpshire. Barton 
says "that 1iAe trend is toward a co-opera1;i n fol"llllllai;ion of vorld.Dg 
relatioDI!hips on the spot, on the basis of 1;he needs of 1;he situation 
12 
and the persoDDel available." One of 1;he key points of 1;he emerging 
philosophy aDd practice of supervision is the belie! in the need tor 
coasi;ant questioniag, examining, aDd evaluating of supervisory practice. 
The superrising-principal leads the staff in the conatant search for 
13 be1;ter ways of doing their job with besi; wa;rs Y\l't to be f01Uld. 
Juatitica1;ion !2!: !!!! si;udy. The mos1; recell't study ot nper-
vision in lew Hampshire at Boston Uld.versity is 1;ha1; by Bowiel4 in 
1952. That study deals with the time spent on supervisory and admin-
istrative practices by principals who devote fifty per cent or less of 
their time to teachillg. The present study is focused on the concept of 
npeniaion and wpervisors held b7 .tull-time principals. In addition, 
it is concerned with the rage of supervisory tasks perfoned. 
Reports from coDterences ad discussioDS with elementary prin-
cipals iaiica1;e that J118DY d1 verse opinions exist as to what supervision 
11 4 Ibid., pp. 3 -39. 
-
12 Barton, ~· ~., P• 99. 
13 Elsbree and Mclall.y", ~· ill·, p. 408. 
14 w. B. Bowie, "Supervisory aDd AdministratiYe Practices of 
lew Hampshire Elementary Principals Who Devoi;e Fifty Per Cent of Their 
1'iJDe to TeacbiDg," (Uapublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 
19$2). 
four t1PeS of supervision: laissez-taire, coercive, training and 
guidance, and democratic leadership. Each of these t1Pes is different 
aDd all tour are still to be found in .American schools. 
16 Campbell lists fift issues which need t.o be considered in 
providing effective organization for supervision: 
1. What. about allocation for supervisory respouibility? Does 
the principal or supervisor supervise? 
2. What about. special or general supervision? It special 
npervision does not survi. ve, how are teachers who have 
little art, music, or science skill to get help? 
3. Is superri.sion to be horizontal or vertical? 
4. What are the duties of the supervisor? 
5. Is supervision essentially a telling or a helping process? 
AD awareaess of the latest research in supervision and an 
attempt to use the tindiDgs i.Ddicate that supervising-principals are 
on their way to an improYed teaching-learning situation. 
Limitations ~ !!!!_ studz. The questiomaaires were seat to 
people who, accordbg to the Iew Bapshire Department of Education, 
were tul.l-tille ele•ntar;y supervisiDg-priD.Cipals. The state list 
coul.Q be inaccurate siace six of the persons answering said that they 
15 A. s. Barr, W. H. Burton, a:ad L. J. Brueclaler, ~ervision 
(Bew York: D. Appleton-Century CoiiP~, secolld. edition,?), 
pp. 6-15. 
16 
.Roald r. Campbell, "Principles of an Effective Organization 
tor Supervision, 11 Educational Ac:bdniatration Uld Supervision, 39: 
December, 1953, pp. 462-469. -
==:==-~=-=-== 
were part-time principals. 
The list ot tasks which is Part C ot the questionnaire was used 
in 1946 when a study' of tasks of general supervisors, specifically 
supervising-principals, was UDd.ertaken. 
lo attempt is made to detend.De the amount of time actually 
spent in specific tasks by' lew Hallpsbire principals. Only the range 
of activities can be determi.Ded .troa Part c. 
Sources of data. An instrument in the form of a queatioDDaire 
--
was constructed and mailed to approximately one hundred tull-time 
supervising-principals in the state. 
Organisation 2! !!!.!. remainder !! ~ thesis. Chapter II will 
be a review of the research. Chapter III will describe the method of 
procedure. Chapter IV will be an analYBiS of the data. Chapter V, 
the final chapter, will be a 8UJIII8r'Y', reatating the fincH ngs of the 
study. 
CHAPl'ER II 
R.EVInl OF THE LITERATURE 
THE (){ANGIIG CONCEPT OF THE SUPERVISORY PRINCIP.ALSHIP 
The role concept of the supervising-principal is changing .from 
that o.f a clerical admiaistrative assistant to that o.f a leader co-or-
diaator ia the teachiag-learaiag process. 
DuriDg Colonial times sentiment .for compulsory education was so 
stroag that on-the-spot s~ervision of schools became the shared 
respouibility o.f selectmen, ministers, and other prominent citizens.1 · 
The main objectives o.f thie first supervisory team were control and 
maintenance of existiDg standards. This concept o.f supervisiom as 
inspectioa aad coatrol persisted iato the beginniDg o.f the twentieth 
ceatury. When the school systems were small, the town .fathers had 
little difficulty in carrying out their inspection duties. As the 
towas became larger ud schools JllOre numerous, the superinteadency was 
forced into beiag. The selectmen could not afford the loss o.f time 
aDd money which their supervisory inspections required. A professional 
2 
supervisor was appointed - the superinteBdent. 
The priacipalship developed .from classroom teachiag at the same 
1 Spears, .2£• ~., P• 40. 
2 Burton, .2£• ~., p. 6. 
n 
time the superintendena,r was developing from school committees.3 When 
a school building included several teachers, one of them was designated 
as head or pri.Dcipal-teacher. At first, no released time was given to 
attend to these duties. As routine details iD.creased and became more 
time-consuming, the principal was relieved from. part of his teaching. 
The real principalsbip started as a part-time job. 4 
Necessity brought about the establishment of the principalship. 
It also enforced the trend of professionalizing that position. Super-
intendents could not continue their supervisory function when their 
school systems became too large. They, therefore, turned :more respon-
sibilit7 over to their principals. Principals, as their superintend-
ents before thea, were the authorities who made the school systems run. 
"During the first two decades of the twentieth century the 
supervisor (principal) was primarily concerned with quality control in 
5 
respect to the teaching process." Teacher-preparation was limited 
and supervisors tried to cope with this problem by visiting classes, 
observing and conferring with teachers, and doing demonstration 
teaching. By' the • thirties and 'forties, emphasis shitted from 
3 B. J. Chandler aDd Paul U. Petty, Personnel Mana~ement in 
School Administration (New York: World Book Company, 19~), p.)B. 
4 J. Boggs, "School Board Regulations Concerning the Elementary 
School Principal," The Elem.emary School Journal, Vol. 20, No. 10, 
June, 1920, pp. 73o:?Q2. 
5 Gordon N. MacKenzie, "Recent Developmems in the Role of the 
Supervisor," Educational Leadership, Journal of the Association for 
Supervision Ud currlcul\111 Development, NEA Vol. 19, No. 2 (Washington, 
D. c.: November, 1961), p. 86. 
=--,..-:;;;;;;=~---====~ ~-·. ···~ 
clarification of purpose tmd realigament of content to the more complex 
6 task of changing teachiag and teachers. One of the main themes run-
Ding through the new approaches to nperrlsion was that of teacher 
participation and involveMnt in curriculum change. Supervisors now 
became specialiats in group dynamics. Alllerican industry ud business 
had pioneered i1'l this area, with help from social psychologists. 7 
During the 1930's educational literature showed a mouti.Dg 
dislike of the supervisory practices which had been in etf'ect since 
the t'Urll of the century. The stigma of the word supervision generall.7 
was such that writers wished to disassociate thelllselves from this type 
of coercive leadership. Iutructioual improvement was not ret erred to 
as supervision. Instead, nch teru as curriculum plarmi ng and in-
service trataing were a part ot the new democratic adm1Diatration.8 
Atter World War II the supervisor became iavolved in interpre-
ting the educational program to the public. !he problems of ;routh aDi 
the tear of cOJIIlllUDin focused public attention on the ~ fundaaental 
changes in our society. There vas BD increassd demand for 110re aDd 
better education. Since the end ot World War II, the politics ot 
curricul'Wil change are making uv deJI&Dds on principals. 9 Today' s 
supervisiag principals need to be leader co-ordiDators ot the teachiDg-
learniDg process. They INSt be aware ot new "things" such as 
6 Loc. cit. 
--
7 Ibid., p. 87. 
-8 Spears, !E• ~·, p. 4S. 
9 MacKeazie, .!2• ,ill., p. 88. 
11 
television, teachiag maclliDes, and new •aDS of staff utilization. 
'lhe modern role ot the modern supervising-principal is in marked 
contrast with the traditional t,-pe. The old system consisted mainly' ot 
inspecting the teacher through visitation and conference. DirectioDS 
vere i.Dposed on the teacher by a one-liWl authority usually. Modern 
supervision iDTolves the study aDd analysis ot the entire teaching-
learning situation, uing a caretull;y plaDned program co-operatively 
derived from the situation and adapted to the needs ot those involved 
in it..lO 
TODAY 1S SUPERVISDIG PRINCIPAL IN ACTION 
As a leader. The 1960 Yearbook ot the Association for Super-
--
vision and Curriculum Dewlop.ut defines educational leadership as 
"that behaYior &liM)Dg individuals or groups which causes both the 
individual and the groups to move toward educational goals that are 
11 increasingl.;y mutuall.;y acceptable to them." This type ot leadership 
requires an understanding ot democratic leadership which is "situation-
all;y and goal centered aDd is a function ot the interactions of persons 
12 
whose uniqueness is respected and whose contributions are nurtured." 
Exercising democratic educational leadership is the most im-
portant task which a supervisiDg-principal faces today. Lindsey and 
10 Burton, E£· .!:!::•, p. 13. 
11 Leadership tor~ IDstruction, 1960 Yearbook, Associa-
tion tor Bupei'dsion iii~ cu ma DeTelOpment (Washington, D. c.: 
lEA, 1960), p. 2. 
l2 Loc. cit. 
--
-!f -r- 12 ,, 
Schwarcz 13 state that educational leaders need to answer the challenge 
created by the tensions and pressures of American society in a world 
ridden by conflict. If de110Cracy is to surv1:re, there can be no re-
treat to authoritarianista or a retreat by default because of a lack of 
skill in coping with new coDditions. 
!!. !! iD\;erpre\er ,2! research. Barton 14 says that JI&DY' leaders 
are in favor of research for teachers. However, most teachers do not 
ordinaril7 have time or facilities for carrying on this type of work. 
Teachers, as a rule, do not have the necessaey trai.Ding for research. 
There is sOM opposition on the part of administrators to the teachers 
doing any kiDd of systematic problem-solving. Adams and Diekey15 
state that the supervisor who attempts to do his work without benefit 
of the latest reports of research and experimentation impedes the im-
provement of the instructional program and knocks it out of step with 
scieatific development aDd pro&ress. The supervising-principal who 
improves the teaching-learning process is an interpreter of research. 
As a conterer. In his day-to-day activities the supervising-
--
principal confers with students, teachers, administrators, and parents 
s1Dgl.7 or in groups. This phase of his leadership role is important 
since basically all of tbe people mentioned are together in the work of 
13 Margaret Lindsey and. Eraest Schwarcz, "Imperative Demands 
upon Educational Leaders, 11 Leade= for f!;rofo:! Instruction, 
Association for Supervision aDd culU11 ve opment, fil, 1960, P• 6. 
14 Burton, ~· ~·, p. 162. 
15 Harold P. Adams and Frank G. Dicke,., Basic Princitles of 
Supervision (Jfew York: American Book Company, 1953), pp. 1J0-1nt. 
-----,·= ======== 
education. It their JIIUtuall.y"-agreed-upon goals are to be reached, 
there must be more tace-to-tace communication tor the interchange ot 
ideas. 
1'he principal conters with students wben the;r are referred to 
his office for discipl.inary reuou. Once a student is referred to 
the o.tt1ce, he becomes a persoual and professional case of both the 
teacher and principal. The latter exhausts every means at bis disposal 
16 to aolve the discipl.illar;r problem and return the student to class. 
Supervisor-teacher conferences usually follow a classrooa visit-
ation. The meeting is i.Ditiated b;r either or both parties tor purposes 
that are clear to both. Both participants are considered to have equal 
status in the discussion. Participants' roles dUfer in terms of the 
special skills and abilities that each brings to bear upon the MUtual 
17 
concern. 
It is now common practice tor elementary principals to meet 
regularl:r with the nperintendent ot schools and his staff to work on 
polic;r and pl.aDs tor elementary education. This type of conference 
provides an opportunity tor principals to participate in decisio~ 
making. Principals now select members from their statts to work on 
18 
advisory comm:l:t;tees with the superintendent. 
16 Cruer and DODd.an, .22• !!!.·, p. 392. 
l7 Martha liDg, "Supervision 'l'oda;r," Su.:lrvision in Action, 
Association for Supervision aDd CUrricul1111.Dev~opiileiit, IIA:, 1961, 
p. 57. 
18 8 Cramer and DOllian, 22• ~·, p. 3 1. 
8\lpervising-principals coa:ter with laymen in their coliJilUDities 
who help the school programs in JII8JlT ways. These interested citizens 
serve oa curriculum co..tttees or as coasultants to special study 
cOIIIIId.ttees • 
.As an euluator. Wiles describes evaluation as follows: 
------
Evaluation is the process ot making judgments that are to be 
ued as a basis tor planning. It consists ot establishing goals, 
collecting evidence concerning growth or lack of growth toward 
goals, mald.Dg judgments about the evidence, and revising pro-
cedures and goals in light ot the judgments. It is a procedure 
tor improving the product, the process, and even the goals thelll-
selves....... It is the procedure 1;rough which a supervisor can 
briDg ab011t group selt-illprove.nt. 
Modern evaluation is in direct contrast to the pbilosoph7 ot 
evaluation which places emphasis on the rating ot the teacher by an 
authority such as the principal. Attention is focused on the total 
learniDg situation including the teacher as well as the supervisor. 
"There is evaluation ot the learniDg progru by the entire group, self-
evaluation by members of the group, and evaluation of the processes 
20 being used by the group in the progr811 ot improvement." As an evalu-
ator, the superTising1Principal must be a resource person who con-
tributes to the improvement ot the teaching-learning situation by: 
1. Prov1«1Dg opportunities tor teachers to determine purposes 
and plan proceciures. 
2. Co-ordiDating the activities of these groups and. for 
execating their pl•nmag. 
l9 Kimball Wiles, ~rTision for Better Schools (Mew York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19SO~. 248. -
20 Elsbree and McNall.T, .2£• .2!:!!•, p. h30. 
-"======== === 
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3. Seeing to it that group leadership takes precedence over 
21 
position, and co-operation over central directive. 
!! ! school-comm&Ditr relatioas person. It is the responsibility 
of the superrlsillg-1)rincipal to keep his cOliiiiUD:i.ty informed about educa-
tional matters. Burton sars that "incoBtpeteut criticism from the 
coliii'IDUlity rests usually on incorrect iJJf'ormation, or on lack of i.ntorm-
22 
ation, concerning the aiu, offerings, and processes of the school." 
As a public speaker, the principal has aa opportunity to appear before 
various local orgu:izatiou and explain school matters. This idea of 
selling the school to the public is very important. However, principals 
as educators should be among the tirst to agree that teaching people 
about school a1'fairs is not merely a telliDg process. LearniDg takes 
place more effectively by ideatifying, coDtrontiDg, and solving prob-
23 lems. Members of the comm.uni.ty should be encouraged by the principal 
to participate in the study of local school proble:ru. Certain basic 
facts Beed to be repeated oTer aDd oTer. Well educated people are 
better producers than poorly educated ones; they- earn more and buy 
more; they- perform better the growing mmber of complicated management 
tasks and more ably coaduct the conplicated research essential to 
progress. They make more cine coatributions to co..unities, to states, 
aDd, to the nation. Well educated people take better care of their 
families. They acquire aesthetic values which enrich their personal 
21 Spears, .2e• !!::!:•, p. 100. 
22 Burton, .21?.· ~·, p. 23. 
23 Elsbree and McNally, ~· !!!•' p. 379. 
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classroom. Today-'s supervisiJtc-priacipal visits the classroom in order 
to improve the teacher-learaing situation. Kiag2.5' says that the out-
coDle of all efforts of supervision are tested in the classroom. She 
states further that the superv1sor who perceives his role as one of 
supporti.Dg ud facilitati.Dg the work of another professional person 
avoids unaDDOUDCed aDd UDplaDDed visits. Adams and Dickey concur iD 
this view. In addition, they point out that observational visits aid 
26 
the supervisor to improTe the program of supervision. 
Although the supervisor mq be able aDd williDg to do demonstra-
tion teaching, he is not an authority in every- area. He should lmow 
where to procure capable demonstration teachers. Teachers wish to haTe 
specific supplemeDtar;y teachi.Dg tools in addition to the basic ucessi-
ties foUDd ill 1ike classroom. At times tne supervising-principal has 
to demonstrate the operation of audio-viaual equipment such as movie 
projectors, film strip projectors, tape recorders, and other equipmeat. 
Franseth27 says that it takes time for a supervisor to develop 
the skill of helping teachers work out problems which are important to 
York:/ 
2h Gord.oa McCloskey, Education and Public Understanding 
Harper aad Brothers, 1959), P• 179. 
2.5' Ki.Dg, ,22• ~·, p • .5'6. 
26 Adams and Dickey, !?.2• .2!::•, pp. 107-121. 
(New 
27 Jane Frauetll, "What Ia Good Supervision?" National Educatioa 
Association Jouraal, Vol. h2, !fo. 9, December, 19.5'3, p • .5'7.5'. 
them. In addition, a superior kind of resourcefulness is necessary if 
a supervisor is to be realcy helpful to teachers with so many differ-
ences in interests, ability, and needs. 
Whatever role the supervising-principal plays, he understands 
humaJ1 behavior. Behavior is caused and, therefore, there are always 
reasons why people do things. For optimum development and constructive 
action, basic needs of adults and children must be met. Among these 
are: belongingness, affection aDd acceptance, feeling of worthiness, 
feeling of achievement and adequacy, and freedom from excessive fear 
and aggression. 
ADDITIONAL HEEDS FOR IMPROVED SUPERVISION 
The most important objective of today's supervising-principal is 
the improvement of the teaehing-learaing situation. Additional needs, 
when met, will help to achieve that objective. 
There is a lack of funds for materials, equipment, and facili-
ties. According to the National Education Association Research divi-
sion, a study of the nation's tweDty-six largest school districts 
disclosed that half of all ele111entary school classes were larger than 
32.9 pupils. This same st~ reveals that the American people through 
local taxes are bearing 54.8 per cent of the costs of education. Forty 
point five per cent is provided through state taxes and 4.7 per cent 
28 
through federal taxes. 
28 Glen Robinson, "How Shall We Pay For It?" The National 
Elementary Principals, NEA Vol. 60, lio. 3 (Wasbingtoii;'1j. c.: December, 
1960)' p. 26. 
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New Hampshire raJik8 Jl\llllber f'itt7 of tM UB:l:ted States iA the 
a.lUit of' state aid to educatioa. 29 
Salaries of nperri.siJag-priJicipala are on the iacrease. TAe 
llatioaal Education Association Research d.1 'ri.sioa sa711 th.at f'or the 
7ear 1960-61 the aediaa salaries paid to supervisillg elementar;y 
priacipals raged f'ra $6,200 iD school districts of' 2,500-4,999 ill 
population to $7,.$16 tor scheol districts of 10,000-29,000 popula-
tioa. Sufficient .f'wlda will help us to improve the superrl.soey 
process. 
Aao:tller aeed is to free tM superrisiDg-priDcipals .troJR 
clerical acbd ni strati ve details. The respoDdeats to the question-
naire tor this stud7 umed time speat oa admiaistrati ve detail as 
tJae major deterreat to improved supervision. otto, quoted iB Chap-
ter I*, sa711 that there was ao d.istiactioa between adll1.aistrati ve 
aad npervisory activities. Jacobsea aDd Reavis3° say that it 
supervision is uytbiag whicl!llaas tor its purpose the ~rovemeat of' 
iu1iructien, u duty should be perf'orJRed which does aot have a direct~ 
or iDdirect supervisory purpose. 
Bowie3l coac1uded ia his stlld7 of' lew Hupsld.re supervisors 
29 Batioul Educatioa Asaociatioa, Research Di visioa Researcll 
Reports 1961-R2, 1961-R.$, 1961-BB, 1961-Rll, 1961-Rl3, 1961-Rl4.~ . 
l96l-Bl5, 1961-Rl7. <waslliagtea, D. c.: The Aasociatiea, 1961. J 
* See Chapter I, p. 1. 
30 Paul B. JacobseJl ud W. c. Reavis, Duties of' School Prin-
cipals, (lev Yerk: Preatioe-Hall, lac., 1942), p. ~. -
3l M. W. Bowie, 2E• ~·, p • .$.$. 
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that with the prortsion of office help and the raoval or delegation 
of admiDistrative detail, there 1I01ll.d be pleut7 of time to do an 
adequate job of npenision. 
c~2 says that because of upandi.Dg programs, crowded schoob, 
teacher shortages, and couut;less other problems, acbaini.strators have , 
little time le.tt tor supervision. The most satisfactory means of 
coping with this problem is to have ad.min1strative assistants who can: 
tree the chief admiDistrators for supervisory duties. 
The llUIIber of teachers that a npervisi.Dg-principal supervises' 
depends on J118D7 factors. Spears S&Y8 that the exact distribution of 
t1118 and effort spent on supervisoey duties will V&rT with the per-
sou holding the job - in this case, the supervising-principals. He 
states further that it is DOt lUlCOJmllOn for elemeal;aey principals in 
San FraDCisco to spend troa a third. to a halt of their school dq 
wor1d.ng 1n the classr00118.33 
The third Deed is tor a more positive attitude toward super-
vision on the part of certain teachers in the teaching profession. 
The present attitude is a holdOYer trom earlier dars when the teachere 
were told ldlat to do. Farle7 and Santosuosso.34 say that since World · 
War I there has been a rebellion against the inspectional, dictatorial 
32 Robert B. Cody', "OrpniziDg for Supervision, 11 Educational 
A.dld.Distration,!!!! Supervision, Vol. 39, April, 1953, pp. 231-234. 
33 Spears, 2!• ill•, p. 186. 
34 Genevieve J. Farle7 aDd John Santosuosso, "Techniques of 
SUpervision," :ne.ntarz Education!,!!!! SU.penision, Vol. 43, April, 
1951, pp. 249-252. 
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type of supervision. The principal who understands human behavior and 
is staying abreast of the latest research findings can cope with this 
35 
attitude. Campbell says that a supervisor should organize and 
operate his program so that what is known about human relations is 
fully utilized. Policy in order to be implemented successfully must 
be planned co-operatively. Teachers need to belong; to know that their 
work is appreciated; and that their principal is fair. Another need 
which has to be met in improving supervision and supervisors is that of 
better preparation of supervising principals for their jobs. The New 
,. 
i' Hampshire supervising-principals listed this item as the least deter-
, 
rent to improved supervision in answering the questionnaire. 
In 1928 the typical elementary school principal did not hold 
36 
even a Bachelor's degree; in 1948 he held a Master's degree. In 
the 1960's the typical New Hampshire supervising-principal holds the 
Master's degree. 
Ploghoft reports that, from a study conducted among principals 
and teachers in Nebraska, it is "apparent that the pressing need of 
the elementary school principal is for exceptional preparation in 
teaching methods and curriculum development, with strong support in 
31 human growth and learning. 11 
35 Campbell, ,2£• ~·, p. 469. 
36 Elsbree and McNally, ,2£• ~·, p. 444. 
37 Milton E. Ploghoft, "An Evaluation of Preparation for the 
Principalship," The National Elementary Principal, Vol. 62, No. 4 
(Washington, D. '1r.7 February, 1963), p. 56. 
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CHAPrER III 
METHOD OF Pm>CEDU.RE 
In order to anaqze the supervisory tasks of full-time elemen-
tar,y school supervising-principals in New Hampshire, an instrument in 
the form of a questioiUUlire was coutru.cted. After many revisiou 
pro~ted by the kiRd criticism of Dr. Linwood Chase and the members 
1 
of the semiaar class, the questionaaire was ready. 
It is made up of three pages. Page one iDcludes a brief iDtro-
ductory letter to the supervisiag-principals and a section requesting 
persouel data information. Two open-ended questions made up Part A 
of the secolld page: What do you think supervisio:a is?; What do you 
think a supervising-principal is? In Part B of page two the principals 
are asked to DUmber at least six obstacles to improved supervision in 
the order of inportance. Part C on page three consists of forty-four 
supervisiag tasks taken t.rom the 1946 Yearbook2 of the Association for 
Supervision and CurriculumDevelopmeDt of the National Education Asso-
ciation. Respondents were asked to circle the number of those tasks 
which they performed as supervisiDg-priDcipals. 
Mr. John Economopoulos, the Director of ElemeDtary Services for 
the New Hampshire Education Department, was contacted for the umes 
l See AppeBdix A. 
2 1946 Yearbook, loc. cit. 
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and addresses of full-time elementar,r supervisiag-priDcipals in the 
state. The questionmaires were mailed to the Dinety-six persoBs on 
the state list. An envelope with a return address was mailed with the 
questiomaaire. Sixty-two persou or 64.6 per cent replied. Six of 
the returned questio:rmaires were ut used iD. this study since the 
respoDdeats iDdica~ed that they were part-time principals. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
This chapter of the study is divided iuto four parts: 
1. Persomael data section 
2. .Aul.yais o:f the d.e:fiDi.t.ions of "supervision" and super-
visiag-priacipal" 
3. Supervisory tasks performed by New Hampshire supervisiltg-
principals 
4. Obstacles to improved supervision 
PERSONNEL DATA 
This section preseats through a series of tables pertineRt in-
formation concerniDg the prillcipals vho are a part of this study. 
TABLE I 
DEGREE Sf.A.TUS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING-PRIHCIPAIS 
lumber of priacipals 
DeE•• Men Wollen Per cent 
Bachelor's or 
beyoRd 10 3 23.2 
Master's or 
be yoDel 36 7 76.8 
Totals 46 10 100.0 
Of those completiag the questiouaire, 46 were male aad 10 were 
female. Eighty per ce•t of the. full-time supervising-pri.Bcipals are 
men. Bowie's study in 19$2 found that 4.3 per cent of the principals 
held the Master 1 s degree. 
TABLE II 
LDlTH OF SERVICE OF SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
Gber of years as 
Supervising-Principal lfomber of principals Per cellt 
1 to 5 36 64.3 
6 to 10 14 2$.0 
11 to 1$ 3 $.4 
16 to 20 2 3.$ 
21 to 2$ 1 1.8 
Totals S6 100.0 
Table II shows that 64 per cent of the principals have from 1 to 
S years of experiemce in the field. The average length of supervisory 
service is S.2S years. 
TABLE III 
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
Number of rears as 
Ele.ata17 Teacher 
l to 5 
6 to 10 
ll to 20 
21 to 25 
Humber of years as 
SecoDdar.y Teacher 
1 to 5 
6 to 10 
Number of principals 
23 
14 
7 
3 
Number of principals 
9 
6 
Ten principals indicated that they had been teaching-principals 
prior to assumiDg their preseat role as fUll-time supervising-principal. 
Eight of the mea who answered did not indicate a:ay experie:race in ele-
mentary teachiDg. No priDcipal iDdicated that he had less than 3 years 
of elementary- teaching. 
fABLE IV 
NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS IN SUPERVISION OR SUPERVISION-ADMINISTRATION 
Humber of hours lfwlber of principals Per cent 
3 to 6 15 26.9 
7 to 12 20 35.7 
13 to 18 7 12.5 
19 to 24 7 12.5 
25 to 30 2 3.5 
did not answer 5 8.9 
Totals 56 100.0 
Five principals did not complete the statement concerning the 
number of credit hours received in supervisory administrative courses. 
This statistic may or may not :mea that one or more of the 5 has no 
credit hours in this area; thus, the range of credit hours may extend 
from 0 to 30 or 3 to 30. The average number or credit hours is 11. 
The accuracy of this finding is open to some question because the 5 
no-responses were included in the computation. 
TABLE V 
RtJMBER OF TEACBDS SUPERVISED BY SUPERVISING-PRIMCIPAU> 
Number of teachers HUMber of pri•cipals Per cent 
3 to 10 12 21.4 
11 to 20 38 67.9 
21 to 30 6 10.7 
Totals 56 100.0 
The DUDlber of teachers supervised ranges from a mini.mwn of 3 to 
a ~ ot 30. The average number of teachers supervised is 15. 
ANALYSIS OF THE DEFINITIONS OF SUPERVISION AND SUPERVISING-PRINCIPAL 
One of the main purposes ot the study is to determ.iDe how New 
Hampshire supervising-principals detiae superrlsioJl aad supervising-
priacipa1. Through use of the questiounaire they were preseated two 
open-elided questions - What do you think supervision is? What do you 
thiDk a supervisi.Dg-priacipa1 is? At best, any a:aa1ysis ot the answers 
to these questioms is arbitrar.y. For classification purposes the tour 
types of supervision as identified by Barr, Burton, and Brueckner* were 
used. These tour types are: laissez-taire, coercive, training aDd 
guidance, and democratic leadership. An X-type was added because some 
defiDitiona were too slight or ambiguous to be classed under arry or 
* See Chapter I, P• 6. 
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the four main types. 
~ !• Laissez-f'aire. The chief function or purpose of this 
type of' supervision is to rate the teacher or to appraise his eff'ec-
tiveness in any situation. 
(In the writer's judgment, none of the number of definitions 
received falls into this category.) 
28 
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~ !!· Coercive. This is an authoritarian concept of super-
vision which contains two basic assumptions. First, there is a certain 
well-defined body of knowledge which it is desirable for all pupils to 
learn. Second, it is possible and desirable to establish an annual 
timetable, applicable to practically all children, for the learning 
of it. Some authority devolves on superintendents, principals, and 
supervisors to know what the best method is for teaching what is to be 
taught. The following definitions are considered examples of coercive 
supervisory types: 
Supervision is being with someone or with a group to make 
certain that a given activity is going along properly •••• A 
supervising-principal is a "jack-of-all-trades" as your next 
page indicates which is incomplete. Once in a while, he will do 
a little bit of the previous question. 
Seeing that classrooms are run in the proper manner and subject 
matter is as administration so directs. Helping teachers to make 
job easier and more pleasant •••• ! person with the broad education 
and ability to do the above. 
In education, supervision should be the management, the di-
recting and the overseeing of all the facets of an educational 
program •••• The supervising-principal should be the educational 
leader who conducts, analyzes, and evaluates an educational program 
with special emphasis on methods and techniques being used to 
achieve the goals. 
The maintaining of proper discipline- over teachers and pupils. I 
The proper usage of all materials and resources available to 
~-~ :r-~···-· r -
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SChOOl. Janitorial relations - to constantly check for a clean, 
safe plant •••• To be sure the above is properly executed. 
strict supervision dealing only with the self-contained class-
room should be based upon the awareness of how to better educate 
the child, to be aware of all conditions, (newer ideas, etc.) 
that surround all learning and pupil maturity. Since the teacher 
is not a specialist (as opposed (to) departmentalization), 
materials and methods should be made lmown to her. Any changes 
in the curriculWil to stimulate discovery and growth fall under 
supervision •••• 
1) One who can spend 60 per cent of his time in a classroom, 
observing pupil reaction, pupil weakness, pupil participa-
tion and interest. 
2) A good supervising-principal will take part in classroom 
discussion it invited. 
3) Do some demonstration lesson - particularly in his strong 
4) 
5) 
area. 
Observation of physical features of the room. 
Observation of necessar.y source material - enough such 
material - is it used. 
6) Observation of teacher - manner of voice, poise, etc. Does 
she permit the good student to proceed at a faster level -
does she over-explain, leaving little left for the discovery 
by the pupils. 
7) Is the teacher unfair to one pupil - more demanding of this 
one pupil. 
Supervision is the management of all those under the supervisor. 
The supervisor is the final authority and must know the duties of 
all those on his staff and he must be responsible that these duties 
and responsibilities are carried out. He is to guide and counsel 
•••• A supervising-principal is the authority on the curriculum and;) 
curriculum improvement in his building. A supervising-principal 
is responsible for all matters concerning the administration of 
the school. A supervising-principal is responsible for good public 
relations. 
Supervision alone is rather a general term that, of course, in-
dicates the overseeing of something. To organize and act as a 
guide with a goal in mind •••• A supervising-principal is one who 
organizes his school with the good of the children and the wishes 
of the community and superintendent in mind. He then oversees 
this situation efficiently with regard to building safety, health, 
comfort, and educational needs, and particularly, he is concerned 
with teacher technique, discipline, and improvement of methods to 
better help the children. Many aspects other than the above must 
be considered, but time and space prevent further amplification. 
Supervision is the putting into use those educational practices 
that will result in the optimum learning on the part of each 
I 
individual in the school •••• A supervising-principal is one who puts 
into practice the detinition above. 
Supervision is assisting other people to do their work correct-
ly. 
:!l.£! .Q. Training ,2 Guidance. The purpose of this type of 
supervision is the improvement of instruction through the direction, 
guidance, and training of teachers. It is still assumed that there is 
a known best method of teaching; that the principal "has the word" and 
that it is the teacher's duty to "improve" in the pattern approved by 
hiS n superiors o II 
The following definitions would indicate the training-and-guid-
ance-type of supervision and supervising-principal: 
The elementary school principalship is a position of leadership. 
He must be more than a supervisor of teaChers; he must be an educa-
tional leader in his school and in his community. He has to make 
intelligent decisions about problems of teaching and learning. It 
is equally important to use his knowledge in working with people. 
Above all, one must be resilient enough to tolerate and bring about 
change •••• "SU.):)erman11 - if he really' does his job - since it means a 
minimum of 12 hours per day. A dedicated principal must have bound-
less energy. 
Supervision is working with groups of teachers or individual 
teachers in order to develop desirable working conditions and to 
help solve problems with which these teachers may- be confronted 
with daily •••• A person who helps and advises teachers in perform-
ance of the work they do - should be an organizer, skilled adminis-
trator, a strong executive and general manager - big order, don't 
you think? 
Supervision is an organized approach whereby the efforts of 
teachers are so channeled that the S\ll'll total of all their efforts 
is the realization of a school's philosophy •••• A supervising-
principal is the person who co-ordinates and directs the organized 
approach. 
Supervision is the deliberate attempt to co-ordinate and improve 
the instruction afforded the children of a school •••• He should be 
first a supervisor tending to the quality of the particular school 1 s 
educational program and secondly, the administrator of the school 
I 
building tending to the chores indirectly related to the quality 
ot the school's educational activities. 
Guiding and assisting teachers to do a better job through con-
structive criticism and actual demonstration •••• Person who admin-
isters, supervises, and handles the public relations aspect for 
his own building. I believe each building principal should be 
autonomous. 
Same as below, except that it indicates a supervisor doing it 
•••• A person that provides leadership, encouragement, direction, 
and guidance tor his staff. 
Knowing what's going on in your building. Knowing what your 
teachers are doing and how they are doing it - their preparation, 
planning, and execution of' it - helping in all and every way to 
improve all instruction, discipline, and public relations •••• One 
who follows out the above. 
Supervision is knowtag what should be done to release the 
capacities of the teaCher to teach and the learner to learn, and 
then doing it •••• A supervisory-principal is one whose duties and 
responsibilities are to see that the generally accepted policies 
and practices of education, as well as the academic objectives of' 
the local school system are attained in accordance with the part-
icular school in which he is supervising. 
The process whereby a principal as a resource person is able to 
advise and through observation, help teachers to do a better job. 
Providi.Dg the motivation and. materials to work with are also im-
portant parts of' supervision •••• A supervising principal should be 
a person devoting 100 per cent of his time to administration of an 
elementary school. 
The improvement of instruction through close co-operation with 
the teaching stat£ •••• Unfortunately, "a jack-of-all-trades and 
master of none. n 
Supervision is providing leadership for teachers to improve the 
instructional program of the school within an atmosphere for learn-
ing, where all children can make the best progress possible •••• A 
supervising-principal is the guiding hand in accomplishing the 
objectives stated above. 
Supervision is the art of co-ordinating the efforts and resources 
of staff members for the purpose of improving instruction •••• A 
co-ordinator. 
Supervision is to improve the teaching methods, develop self-
confidence on part of teachers, improves responsibility of teachers, 
"':.c=-~-----·=-====== ======== ===== 
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and to help show they are a part of the all school program •••• The 
principal is expected to provide leadership in developing a sound 
supervisory program. 
A continuous evaluation in which supervisor and teacher strive 
to improve the quality of instruction. The chief aim of super-
vision is to lead the teacher toward self-evaluation •••• ! super-
vising-principal is the educational leader in his school and 
community. He sets the whole tone of his school. He seeks to 
lead his teachers toward professional improvement and to continu-
ally evaluate and improve the curriculum. 
As much help to individual teachers as possible with as little 
interference as possible. Knowing what is going on in the class-
room and ultimately toward a common building philosophy and 
developing harmoqy in the building. Creating respect through 
leadership and at the same time reporting to the administration 
•••• A person who does not teach. A person who devotes from one 
fourth to three fourths of his time working with teachers, filling i 
the responsibilities of leadership in the building or buildings, 
co-ordinating educational efforts, public relations, etc. The 
remainder of the time which I feel is all too great a part is 
devoted to administrative details which could be performed by a 
capable secretary or errand boy. 
Supervision is that art and science of working with people to 
stimulate growth in themselves and into producing a more worth- . 
while product •••• A person who has been hired to supervise a school ' 
and be responsible for its orderly conduct. (glad you didn't ask 1 
what he should be!) 
Leadership and co-ordination of efforts f'or the best results 
for all concerned •••• A person with the broad education and ability, 
to do the above. 
1) Create and maintain an atmosphere conducive to good teach-
ing. 2) Provide adequate logistic support. 3) Provide all the 
information needed to assist in creating a better learning situa-
tion f'or the teacher and the student alike •••• A teacher of' teacher~ 
Supervision is a service to help teachers with the job of' in-
struction; that is, to improve the learning situation f'or children . 
•••• A supervising-principal is a person who should spend 50 per 
cent, at least, of' his time doing the above and the rest of' the 
day is usually spent in conferences with parents and doing other 
routine tasks such as preparing bulletins, meetings, etc. 
The general over-all supervision of' all school activities - a , 
year-round in-service training f'or all staff' members toward improv-; 
ing any weaknesses in the various subject areas. (This leads to a ' 
better type of' education for the pupils and stronger teachers.) 
II 
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•••• He is everything to everybody - In my system, I'm the menu 
planner - hire and fire cooks (6 cooks) - charge of year-round 
maintenance, two buildings - curriculum director - giver of tests 
- discipline officer - etc. One who should spend 60 per cent of 
his time with teachers - children - curriculum - visiting - parent 
conferences, etc. 
The improvement of education - working with pupils, teachers, 
and parents - in various areas - curriculum - tests, filmstrips, 
audio-visual aids, public relations, studies, in-service training 
-any area that will help to improve instruction •••• One who does 
the above. 
First, to see that teaching is going on in the classroom. 
Second, to observe any weaknesses that may be present. Third, in 
a constructive way, point out to the teacher with recommendations 
on how to improve. Fourth, follow up these recommendations to see 
if they work---to see if the teacher has any suggestions. Fifth, 
keep a good let's-see-if-we-can-improve attitude between principal 
and teacher •••• A principal who attempts to carry out the above. 
One who is continually trying to improve the curriculum, the build-
ing, and any task, problem, etc., connected with the teaching of 
children. 
I think that, in essence, supervision is the complete responsi-
bility of seeing that all things in school are done with the 
greatest degree of proficiency possible. We are not expected to be 
experts in everything, but we must have knowledge of everything 
that takes place in the building or playground pertaining to the 
welfare of children. I also think supervision includes people and 
the choice of people to perform certain functions under the guid-
ance of the supervisor. I think of educational policies as any-
thing that has anything to do with anyone connected with school in 
any way. All of the staff members, the children, certain community" 
functions, and citizenry that participate in school activities •••• 
In ~ opinion, a supervising-principal is the person who works very 
closely with children and staff. As supervising-principals, we 
have a great opportunity to exert a good influence on the whole 
picture of education. I think we have to be constantly thinking 
and living education. Not only are we expected to be a leader, but 
we have to follow as well. We must provide good classroom teach-
ers, elementary program, and facilities that will provide the best 
education for a particular school • 
•••• A co-ordinator of the teaching-learning process. 
I will take exception to the word "supervision" - if you have 
been lucky enough to hire or acquire "professional teachers" the 
need for supervision is negligible - it becomes a matter of co-
ordination on the part of the principal •••• With professional people 
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he should be able to co-ordinate the whole program - attempting 
to prevent gaps. 
Seeing that everyone and everything moves in an orderly manner 
so each child will receive the best we can offer •••• The wheel who 
travels in circles to see that the above gets done. 
Improvement of instruction through teacher improvement rela-
tive to this area. Also administrative procedure that might help 
teachers and pupils in this area. This can be accomplished via 
in-service training and individual counseling. An attitude or 
relationship between teacher-pupil-principal must be conducive 
for this •••• Basically, as above. Administration, public rela-
tions, etc., enter into the picture, nevertheless the prime 
factor is that of supervision - that of improving the curriculum 
and teachers involved. 
Supervision is the process of overseeing and guiding employees 
to insure that the quality of work attains and maintains a high 
standard •••• A person employed by the school district to do any-
thing and everything to aid the teachers in the improvement of 
education. 
The improvement and strengthening of the curriculwn through 
supervisor-teacher co-operation •••• A person who does the above 
plus attending the thousand and one details pertaining to the 
smooth operation of the building. 
Supervision is a process involving several things including 
aid to teachers in their own work, determining whether or not 
adequate learning is taking place and evaluating teaching •••• A 
supervising-principal is one of the people who are responsible 
for supervision. His status and responsibility will-----un-
finished. 
Sizing up the program - strengthening or eliminating its weak-
nesses - helping the teacher to be of greater service to the 
child •••• Sometimes I wonder. 
OVerseeing all elements of the school program, critical analy-
sis of these elements to uncover needed improvements •••• The 
ultimate goal of all his actions should be the improvement of the 
instructional program. He is a leader, he directs activities, 
offers guidance and counsel. 
Organization, direction, and guidance of the over-all school 
program •••• That person who is directly and primarily responsible 
for the educational program of the school in all its aspects. 
~ ~· Democratic Leadership. Modern democratic supervision ts 
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concerned with the improvement of the total teaching-learning situa-
tion. The assumption is that teachers today are more in need of 
leadership to foster their growth as teachers. The supervising-
principal's job is to release and co-ordinate, not to control. The 
following definitions use the language of democratic supervision. 
To provide conditions and services which make possible the 
most effective curriculum and teaching •••• The person who is 
responsible for providing conditions and services that will make 
possible the most effective curriculum and teaching. The above 
is what he should be, what we really are is a different story, 
the old "Jack-of-all-trades, master of none." 
Supervision is leading all members of a statf to develop to 
the tullest extent their potential •••• A supervising-principal is 
a person who leads the members ot his staff to make the best 
possible use of all human and material resources available. 
Supervision is the act of co-ordinating the function of the 
school with the personalities involved so that productive 
learning outcomes are achieved •••• One who provides an environ-
ment whereby the creative abilities of teachers may be released 
and co-ordinated but not controlled. One who facilitates teachers 
efforts to improve and make it possible for them to respect them-
selves thoro~. 
A leadership service •••• A resource person tor the staff, an 
interpreter tor parents, a .friend (with all it ilrplies) for the 
children. 
Supervision is the technique of providing with the co-opera-
tion of the teachers, the aims, techniques, and methods of 
providing educational opportunity and developing proper pupil 
growth •••• A supervisiDg-principal is one who provides the 
leadership in stimulating with his teachers the desire to im-
plement the program of educational opportunity and proper pupil 
growth. 
!n?! !• This type is set up to include those vague defini-
tions, the placement of which would be entirely too arbitrary. 
Supervision is the improvement ot instruction •••• A supervising~ 
principal makes it possible tor instruction to improve and be ·· 
improved. 
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Supervision is the overseeing of the instruction carried on 
in the classroom. A follow-up should occur to aid the teacher 
when the necessity arises •••• In ~case it is a jack-of-all-
trades: supt. - principal - truant officer - nurse - secretary 
- public relations man - librarian - custodian. 
Supervision is the improvement of instruction •••• Anyone who 
is capable of bringing about necessary changes. 
SUPERVISORY TASKS PERFORMED BY NEW HAMPSHIRE SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
In Chapter II today1s supervising-principal is described ac-
cording to the roles he plays. He is a leader; an interpreter of 
research; a conterer; an evaluator; a school-community relations man; 
an observer, a demonstrator, and a helper of teachers in the class-
room. From some of the responses to the questionnaire, it is clear 
" 
that certain elementary supervising-principals also think of him as a! 
clerk, particularly' in those instances where no clerical assistance iii 
available. 
The following tables show to what extent lew Hampshire super-
vising-principals .tullill the roles above. In some instances, 
specific tasks are listed under more than one heading. 
I 
TABLE VI 
THE NtW HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING-PRINCIPAL AS A LEADER 
j ~ Tasks performed Per cent of principals I; performing tasks l: 
Organizing ~or directing teachers 
!: meetings in your building or system 98 
Planning demonstration teaching 38 
i: 
Organizing and/or directing workshops 
!) for teachers in your building or system 50 
II 
I• Directing testing programs 61 f1 ol 
I! 
,, 
Setting up and administering program to 
evaluate school practices 60 
!' Setting up courses of study, scope, and li 
sequence plans 50 i' ,.,., 
11 Preparing descriptions of educational ll philosophy or objectives with the 
I· teachers 46 II 
It 
Working with curriculum consultants in 
analysis or development of curriculum 
I program 53 
" :i Organizing and working with teacher :: 
groups in curriculum revision programs 77 
Helping teachers organize and develop 
66 source or teaching units 
,, Leading teaching groups in formulation I' 
II and development of a common philosophy ,. 
(i 41 r of education 
•' 
n 
Holding group conferences to discuss 
common problems 91 
Diacussing educational philosophy or 
80 objectives with teachers 
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TABLE VII 
THE REW HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY 
SUPERVISING-PRINCIPAL AS AN INTERPREI'ER OF RESEARCH 
Tasks performed 
Writing or collaborating in writing of 
textbooks 
Writing for professional journals or 
magazines 
Setting up courses of st~, scope, and 
sequence plans 
Preparing manuals or bulletiDs on 
teaching various subjects 
Preparing descriptions of educational 
philosophy or objectives with teachers 
Writing or developing curriculum 
materials 
World.ng with curriculum consultants in 
analysis or development of curriculum 
program 
Acting as consultant in faculty group 
meetings outside of your system 
Interpreting test data to teachers and 
helping them to use them for improvement 
in teaching 
Organizing and working with teacher 
groups in curriculum revision progr811J8 
Helping teachers organize and develop 
source or teachiDg units 
Evaluating and selecting books for pupil 
use 
Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
3 
16 
39 
46 
48 
53 
13 
91 
11 
66 
92 
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TABLE VIII 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING-PRINCIPAL AS A CONFERER 
Tasks performed Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
Preparing written reports of classroom 
visits for the superintendent 38 
Setting up and administering program to 
evaluate school practices 60 
Interviewi.llg paren119 or laymen regarding 
educational matters 88 
Speaking to parent study groups 50 
Speaking to lay organizations 41 
Holdillg individual conferences with 
teachers on problems they propose 95 
Holding group conferences to discuss 
common problems 91 
Discussing educational philosophy or 
objectives with teachers 80 
Attending meetings of professional 
organizations 96 
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TABLE IX 
THE NEW' HAMPSHIRE E:J:.IIMENTARY SUPERVISING PRINCIPAL AS AN EVALUATOR 
Tasks performed Per cent ot principals 
performing tasks 
Setting up and administering program 
to evaluate school practices 60 
Evaluating and selecting books for 
teachers' libraries 51 
Interpreting test data to teachers and 
helping them to use them tor improvement 
in teaching 91 
Organizing and working w1 th teacher 
groups in curriculum revision programs 77 
Evaluating and selecting books for 
pupil use 92 
Discussing methods with teachers 92 
I' 
I 
TABLE X 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY SUPERVISING-
PRINCIPAL AS A SCHOOL-CCHmNITY RELATIONS PERSON 
Tasks performed 
Writing articles on education or the 
activities of' the school for the 
newspapers 
Holding office in professional 
orgardzations 
Speaking to parent study groups 
Speaking to lay organizations 
Acting as consultant in faculty group 
meetings outside of' your s;rstem 
Working on committees in prof'essioDal 
orguizations 
Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
51 
66 
50 
41 
13 
10 
' i 
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TABLE XI 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELENENTARY SUPERVISING-
PRINCIPAL AS AN OBSERVER, DEMONSTRATOR, AND HELPER OF TEACHERS 
Tasks performed 
Organizing and/or directing workshops 
for your teachers 
Distributing audio-visual materials 
Working with a teacher to help her do 
demonstration teaching 
Organizing audio-visual materials 
Planning demonstration teaching 
Instructing teachers in the use of audio-
visual aids 
Previewing films, filmstrips, records, 
or recordings 
Organizing and/or directing workshops for 
teachers in ycur building or system 
Preparing source or teaching units for use 
of teachers 
Setting up courses or study, scope, and 
sequence plans 
Giving suggestions or instructions on how 
to initiate or carry through an instruc-
tional unit 
Helping teachers organize and develop 
source of teaching units 
Discussing methods with teachers 
Holding individual conferences with 
teachers on problems they propose 
Making classroom visits 
Holding group conferences to discuss 
co~m~~.on prob lelTIB 
Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
55 
13 
59 
71 
38 
74 
60 
50 
39 
50 
80 
66 
92 
95 
100 
91 
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TABLE XII 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL TASKS 
PERFORMED BY NEW HAMPSHIRE ELF24ENTARY SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
Tasks performed 
Administrative 
Directing test programs 
Interviewing prospective teaChers, 
employees 
Tasks performed 
Clerical 
Correcting standardized tests 
Administering standard tests 
Developing pupil-accounting systems, 
such as cUlllUlati ve record cards 
Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
61 
74 
Per cent of principals 
performing tasks 
41 
70 
59 
43 ,, 
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OBSTACLES OR DETERRENTS TO IMPROVED SUPERVISION 
i The following chart will show which among stated obstacles or 
1! deterrents are considered most significant to New Hampshire elementary 
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supervising-principals. 
TABLE XIII 
OBSTACLES OR DETERRENTS TO IMPROVED SUPERVISION 
ACCORDING TO NEW HAMPSHIRE ELFliJENTARY SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
Obstacles 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Lack of fUnds for materials, 
equipment and facilities 6 7 16 11 5 4 
Insufficient time because of 
number of teachers supervised 1 6 14 11 9 7 
Insufficient time because of the 
demands of administrative tasks 29 16 2 1 1 2 
Lack of secretarial help 14 16 8 6 5 3 
Teachers unfavorably disposed 
toward supervision 2 4 2 1 12 12 
Need of further preparation by 
the principal 2 4 5 8 11 16 
Other or not checked 2 3 9 12 10 12 
Totals 56 56 56 56 56 56 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: the consecutive 
numbers at the top indicate the degree of deterrence from 1-
deterrent to 6- the least deterrent. 
greatest 
Twenty-nine of the principals indicated that insufficient time 
because of administrative tasks was the main deterrent to improved 
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supervision. Sixteen principals said that lack of secretarial help 
was the second major deterrent to improved supervision. Sixteen also 
indicated that lack of funds was a deterrent. Eleven indicated that 
the fourth major deterrent was insufficient time because of number of 
teachers supervised. Fifteen persons indicated that the teachers' 
unfavorable attitude toward supervision was the fifth major obstacle. 
In sixth place was the need for fUrther training on the part of the 
principals according to sixteen principals. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
There are approximately one hundred full-time elementary super-
vising-principals in the state o:t New Hampshire. Questionnaires were· 
sent to ninety-six principals and sixty-two replied. Of the sixty-two, 
six were part-time supervisi~priaeipals and, therefore, are not 
included in the study. Fitty-six out o:t ninety, or sixty-two per cent 
of those from whom completed questionnaires were received, contributed 
the information :tor this study. 
Perso:nnel Data • .;..;;.;--.; ____ _ 
Forty-six of the principals who completed the questionnaire or 
eighty per cent are men; ten principals or twenty per cent are women. 
Ten men and three women hold the Bachelor's degree plus addi-
tional credits; thirty-six men aDd seven women hold the Master's degree 
and additional credits beyond this degree. Thirty-six principals or 
approx:imately sixty-five per cent have from one to five years experi-
ence as supervis!Dg-principals. The average length of service as 
supervising-principal is five and oae quarter years. 
As to the previous experience ot present supervising-principals~ 
eight men did not complete the item requesting the number o:t years of 
elementary teaching • Forty-seven ot those answering indicated that 
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they had elementary teaching experience ranging from one year to 
twenty-five. Nine persons indicated that they had both elementary and 
secondary teaching experience. 
The number of credit hours which this group has had in the area 
of supervision or supervision-administration ranges from three to 
thirty. The average number of credit hours is eleven. 
The number of teachers supervised ranged from three to thirty. 
The person who supervises three elementary teachers also works with 
many secondary teachers. 
Definitions ~ supervision ~ supervising-principal. 
According to Barr, Burton, and Brueckner, there are four types 
of supervision: laissez-faire; coercive; training and guidance; demo-
cratic leadership. One additional type - X-type - was provided to 
describe other than the four types mentioned. 
In the writer's judgment, none of the replying principals is 
considered laissez-faire types. 
From the definitions supplied, nine principals are listed as the, 
coercive type of supervisor. Sixteen per cent of the principals are 
included in the coercive category. 
Thirty-three or fifty-eight per cent are considered the training. 
and guidance type of supervisor. 
Five principals indicate from their definitions that they should 
be considered the democratic type of administrator. Eight per cent are 
described as democratic type supervisors. 
Of the remaining nine, three were placed in the !-category and 
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six did not reply to this item. 
Tasks performed ~ supervising-principals. 
New Hampshire supervising-principals perform thirteen leader-
ship tasks. Thirty-eight per cent plan demonstration teaching; ninety-
eight per cent organize and/or direct teachers meetings in their build-
ing or system. 
As interpreters of research three per cent indicated that they 
write or collaborate in writing textbooks. Ninety-one per cent 
interpret test data to teachers and help them to use test results for 
improvement in teaching. Twelve interpreting tasks are performed by 
New Hampshire principals. 
Nine of the forty-four tasks listed are performed by the 
principal as a conferer. Ninety-one per cent attend meetings of pro-
fessional organizations; thirty-eight per cent prepare written reports 
of classroom visits for the superintendent. 
The principals perform six of what are called evaluative tasks. 
Fifty-seven per cent say that they evaluate and select books for 
teachers' libraries. Ninety-one per cent evaluate test data; evaluate' 
and select books for pupil use; discuss methods with teachers. 
New Hampshire supervising-principals perform at least six tasks': 
' 
as school-community relations persons. Thirteen per cent act as a 
consultant in faculty group meetings outside their system; sixty-six 
per cent hold office in professional organizations; forty-one per cent 
speak to lay organizations. 
As an observer, demonstrator, and helper, the principal carries 
I 
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1 on some sixteen tasks. Thirty-eight per cent plan demonstration 
!; 
,' I' teaching; one hundred per cent make classroom visits. 
1: Seventy-four per cent interview prospective teachers and em-
,, 
j! ployees; seventy per cent administer standard tests; forty-one per cent' 
I 
correct standardized tests. 
Obstacles ~ improved supervision. 
I· r Fifty-one per cent of the principals say that the main deterrent; 
I' 
li to supervision is administrative tasks which take up too much time. 
,, 
i 
j1 Twenty-eight per cent hold that the second obstacle - a lack of cleri-
1' 
!1 cal help - deters them from doing a better supervisory job. The same 
i number, twenty-eight per cent, say that a lack of funds is the third 
' ,, 
most deterring obstacle to improved supervision. In fourth place is 
the factor of insufficient time because of number of teachers super-
vised. The unfavorable attitude of teachers toward supervision is the 
fifth greatest deterrent. The need for further training on the part 
of the principal was listed as the least important obstacle to improved 
supervision. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I! The conclusions based on the study give a reasonably accurate 
I' 
1! description of supervision, supervisors, and supervisory tasks in the 
I' !; 
" early 1960's. 
li 
L 1. The typical supervising-principal in New Hampshire is a 
I! 
1: male. 
2. The majority of supervising-principals hold the Master's 
degree - seventy-six per cent. 
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3. The average length of service of supervising-principals is 
5.25 years. 
4. The average number of credits in the fields of supervision 
and supervision-administration is 11. 
5. Each principal responding to the questionnaire supervises an 
average of 15 teachers. 
Most of the respondents' definitions of supervision and super-
visors, when categorized according to Barr, Burton, and Brueckner's 
types or the writer's arbitrary x-type, hold some merit for evaluating: 
the present status of supervision in New Hampshire. Elsbree and McNally 
say Barr, Burton, and Brueckner's types as they are presented indicate 
the changes that supervision has undergone and is undergoing from the 
past to the present, from laissez-faire to democratic leadership. New 
Hampshire supervising-principals in the main are at the third level -
training and guidance - along the way toward improved supervision. Th; 
laissez-faire type appears to be extinct. The coercive type is fading, 
out rapidly. The broad exciting area of democratic leadership is yet 
to be entered by more New Hampshire supervising-principals. 
1. Seventy-five per cent of the principals perform 4 of 13 
listed leadership tasks. Fifty per cent perform 10 of the 
13 tasks. 
2. Seventy-five per cent of the principals perform 3 inter-
preter tasks. Fifty per cent perform 6 of the 12 tasks. 
3. Seventy-five per cent perform 5 of the 9 tasks as a con-
ferer. Fifty per cent perform 7 of the 9 tasks. 
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' c 4. As evaluators seventy-five per cent perform 4 of the six 
tasks listed; fifty per cent perform all 6. 
5. or the 6 school-community relations tasks fifty per cent 
perform 4. 
6. As an observer, demonstrator, helper seventy per cent per-
form 5 of 16 tasks; fifty per cent perform 14 of the 16 
tasks. 
1. Fifty-seven per cent of the principals could improve their 
supervision by devoting less time to administrative tasks. 
8. Secretarial help would improve supervision by treeing the 
principal from clerical details. 
9. The number of teachers supervised and the number of teacher• 
I 
unfavorably disposed toward supervision have little, if any~ 
adverse effects on improved supervision. 
10. Of the deterrents listed, further preparation by the prin-
cipal is the least deterrent according to the respondents. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. A questionnaire similar to that used in this study could be sent to 
teachers in buildings of full-time supervising-principals. Replie. 
from teachers as well as principals would provide more evidence for 
analysis. 
, 
2. A more detailed study of administrative and supervisory tasks waul~ 
clear up the present ambiguous thinking surrounding these tasks. 
3. An instrwnent might be established to measure the success of 
I 
supervisory activities of supervising-principals based on the 
amount of training in supervision, number and types of courses 
I· I; taken, and colleges or universities from which the courses were 
ii 
li obtained. 
o! 
I ~ 
I· 
ji 4. A more ambitious study might be undertaken nationwide to determin' 
I! the status or supervision as practiced by full-time principals in 
il 
1: i: accordance with Barr, Burton, and Brueckner's four types of 
I 
~ : 
,·' 
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i, 
laissez-faire, coercive, training and guidance, and democratic 
leadership. 
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APPENDIX 
Dear Supervising-Principal: 
The attached questionnaire and personal data requested below 
have been devised to aid in completing a study for a Master's degree in 
Education at Boston University. Would you please take a few minutes 
from your busy schedule to fill out the enclosed and return it to me 
within the next week? I would be most grateful for your co-operation. 
Male Female 
---
Degree Status 
Bachelor's 
---or 
Less 
Sincerely, 
THOMAS P. AHEARN 
Woodman Park 
Dover, N. H. 
---
Master's 
---
30 hours 
beyond Master's 
---
Length of service as supervising-principal yrs. (Include this 
year) ---
Previous Experience 
Elementary classroom teacher 
--- yrs. 
Secondary classroom teacher 
--- yrs. 
other (fill in) 
--- yrs. 
Number of credit hours received in supervision or supervision-adminis-
tration 
1: Number of teachers supervised 
Are you a full-time or part-time supervising-principal? 
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AN ANALYSIS .Q! ~ SUPERVISORY PRAGI'ICES .Q!!!!:! HAMPSHIRE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL SUPERVISING-PRINCIPALS 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the supervisory tasks 
of full-time elementary school principals. 
Part A. In attempting to define an activity, the definitions provided 
by the practitioner in the field are often more important 
than many textbook definitions. 
What do you think supervision is? 
What do you think a supervising-principal is? 
Part B. The following obstacles are often considered deterrents to 
better supervision. Number them please in the order of 
importance from 1 to 1 - #1 greatest deterrent; #6 - least 
deterrent or #7 if another is added. 
Lack of funds for materials, equipment, and facilities 
Insufficient time because of number of teachers supervised 
Insufficient time because of the demands of administrative 
tasks 
Lack of secretarial help 
Teachers unfavorably disposed toward supervision 
Need of further preparation by the principal 
other 
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Part C. From the following list please circle the numbers of those 
tasks which you perform as a supervising-principal: 
1. Writing or collaborating in writing of textbooks 
2. Correcting standardized tests 
3. Writing for professional journals or magazines 
4. Organizing and/or directing workshops for your teachers 
5. Distributing audio-visual materials 
6. Organizing and/or directing teachers meetings in your building 
or system 
7. Working with a teacher to help her do demonstration teaching 
B. Organizing audio-visual materials 
9. Planning demonstration teaching 
10. Administering standard tests 
11. Writing articles on education or the activities of the school 
for the newspapers 
12. Preparing written reports of classroom visits for the super-
intendent 
13. Instructing teachers in the use of audio-visual aids 
14. Previewing films, filmstrips, records, or recordings 
15. Organizing and/or directing workshops for teachers in your 
building or system 
16. Preparing source of teaching units for use of teachers 
17. Directing testing programs 
18. Setting up and administering programs to evaluate school 
practices 
19. Interviewing prospective teachers, employees 
20. Developing pupil-accounting systems, such as cumulative 
record cards 
21. Setting up courses of study, scope, and sequence plans 
22. Preparing manuals or bulletins on teaching various subjects 
23. Preparing descriptions of educational philosophy or objec-
tives with teachers 
24. Writing or developing curriculum materials 
25. Interviewing parents or laymen regarding educationa 1 matters 
26. Holding office in professional organizations 
27 ~ Speaking to parent study groups 
28. Speaking to lay organizations 
29. Working with curriculum consultants in analysis or develop-
ment of curriculum program 
30. Acting as consultant in faculty group meetings outside of 
your system 
31. Evaluating and selecting books for teachers' libraries 
32. Interpreting test data to teachers and helping them to use 
them for improvement in teaching 
33. Organizing and working with teacher groups in curriculum 
revision programs 34. Giving suggestions or instructions on how to initiate or 
carry through an instructional unit 
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35. 
36. 
31. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
58 .. 
Helping teachers organize and develop source or teaching 
units 
Leading teaching groups in formulation and development of a 
common philosophy of education 
Evaluating and selecting books for pupil use 
Working on committees in professional organizations 
Discussing methods with teachers 
Holding individual conferences with teachers on problems they 
propose 
Making classroom visits 
Holding group conferences to discuss common problems 
Discussing educational philosophy or objectives with teachers 
Attending meetings of professional organizations 
" 
